Stamp and See Screen®

Here’s another sensory activity. Children stamp a capital with magnetic stamps: Big Lines, Little Lines, Big Curves, Little Curves. After that, they can trace the stamped capital with magnetic chalk (included and attached). Tracing the letter is a first taste of writing the letter with strokes.

Materials/Setup
- Stamp and See Screen®
- Roll-A-Dough Tray Cards

Grouping
Small group

Support/ELL
Use just the first two steps of the activity. Model the next two steps for exposure.

Video Lesson
View the video lesson, Forming Letters with Stamp and See, at getsetforschool.com/videos

Activity
1. Show children how to stamp the first piece on the screen. Erase and let children try.
3. Show children how to use the magnetic chalk to trace the strokes. Erase the letter.
4. Children stamp with magnetic pieces or write with magnetic chalk to make letter from memory.

✔ Check
Watch children as they trace. If you have Roll-A-Dough, put one of those cards on the screen. Children trace the Roll-A-Dough card with the magnetic chalk. When the card is taken off the screen, the letter is on the screen.

More To Learn
- Play Boss of the Board. One person builds a letter as the other guesses it. Switch roles.

Look What We’re Learning

Foundation Skills
- Sequencing
- Listen to oral directions to attend to a simple task

Writing
- Enjoy writing and engage in writing activities
- Hold a crayon with proper grip to write
- Use helping hand to stabilize objects and papers

Alphabet Knowledge
- Point to and name capital letters
- Position capitals right-side up

Sensory Motor
- Use same hand consistently to perform skilled tasks
- Use fingers to hold crayons, etc.
- Notice and attach meaning to visual information

Vocabulary
- Big Line
- Little Line
- Big Curve
- Little Curve
- top
- bottom
- stamp
- erase
- smiley face
- middle
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